7SGreen
Reduce emissions.
Attract customers.

The new carbon-neutral shipping from Seven Senders.
The future belongs to companies that make an active contribution to environmental protection. Go carbon-neutral now and ship with 7SGreen. Your customers are asking for it. For just 3 cents per shipment. Make the change now!

7SGreen offsets the transport-related carbon emissions of your shipments

With each shipment, you support certified climate protection projects to offset emissions

You receive an annual certificate outlining your saved carbon emissions – without any administrative effort

For your communications and labels, you will receive the 7SGreen logo
Send your shipments with 7SGreen now and impress your clients with your climate-friendly actions. **Taking responsibility pays off!**

- Select the countries and carriers to which you would like to send carbon-neutral shipments.
- Conclude the 7SGreen contractual agreement.
- Shipments for selected countries and carriers are charged at the 7SGreen price.
- 7SGreen logo for labels and communication material is provided.
- 7SGreen shipments are shown on your invoice.
- Verified calculation of the carbon emissions generated per parcel.
- Annual certificate for saved carbon emissions through externally certified climate protection projects.
Our Climate Protection Projects

We support **certified climate protection projects worldwide** to offset carbon emission. In this way, we improve the living conditions of the local population and invest in the local economy – and on top of that, **we protect our climate**.

**Example projects:**

- Wind energy in Indonesia
- Biomass in Colombia
- Forest protection in Kenya

**Our selection criteria**

- Project certification according to leading internationally recognized CDM standards, such as **CER, CER Gold or VER Gold**
- **Diverse** project and location portfolio in developing countries
- Contribution to **sustainable development** in the project regions, through job creation, improvement of health care, technology transfer, etc.
- **Measurable** reduction of carbon emissions
- **Forestry projects** must ensure that the forests are established as carbon reservoirs
Make an active contribution. 
For the environment. For your company. 
Talk to us:

Felix Hasenzahl 
f.hasenzahl@sevensenders.com 
+49 176 81203205